
The core of analytics is trying to understand all the interactions that agents have with your customers. In times of crisis, this is 

especially important. Based on questions and responses we received in a customer-facing webinar, we’ve collected some questions 

on how best to use analytics in crisis management.

Whether you are just trying to understand the different elements of a crisis or highlighting specific themes down to the agent level, 

analytics can help clarify your strategy. 

ANALYTICS FOR CRISIS MANAGEMENT
Q:	 I	have	many	calls	coming	in	related	to	a	specific	crisis	or	event.	How	can	I	best	manage	the	

unstructured data?

A: Building categories is essential for sorting through the data. Categories are built around specific business issues, 

like customer experiences or call drivers. You can drill down into individual interactions from those categories.

Q:	 How	are	categories	derived	within	an	analytics	tool	(like	Calabrio	Analytics)?

A: Categories are derived from what customers are saying, not what they are doing. They are the words and phrases 

that customers are using when talking to agents. You want to make sure agents are being consistent in messaging, 

and categories help keep conversations focused. 
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Considering a Cloud Contact Center?

Q:	 What	are	some	examples	of	phrases	that	should	be	tracked?

A: Look for phrases and words that indicate an effect on financial, health, investment or personal strategies. 

The COVID-19 crisis, for example, included various phrases indicating changes to health, personal finances, 

hospitality cancellations, and payment deferrals. Any issues related to health or financial concerns will drive 

increased call volume and strain business resources.

Q:	After	I	upload	a	dashboard	of	recommended	categories,	how	can	I	best	put	them	into	practice?

A: Whether you use an exiting list of categories or upload a recommended list, start asking your QA and subject 

matter expert teams what customers are asking about. Every organization is going to have different needs. Use 

the phrases and words that your teams are hearing and update the categories accordingly.

If	your	customers	are	concerned,	anxious,	or	asking	you	to	help	them	with	a	
problem,	it’s	vital	to	ensure	your	agents	have	the	right	messaging	in	response.	
For	more	on	how	you	can	build	customized	dashboards	using	recommended	
categories	and	phrases,	watch	our	webinar	on	“How	to	Use	Analytics	to	Manage	
and	Respond	to	Crisis.”
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ABOUT CALABRIO
Calabrio is the customer experience intelligence company that empowers organizations to enrich human interactions. Through 

AI-driven analytics, Calabrio uncovers customer behavior and sentiment, and derives compelling insights from the contact 

center. Organizations choose Calabrio for its ability to understand customer needs and the overall experience it provides, from 

implementation to ongoing support.
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